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ABSTRACT
The United States Navy has constructed four half-scale models of a naval
surface combatant using fiber reinforced plastics (FRP) for the purpose of investigating
the advantages ofusing fiber reinforced materials over traditional materials for ship
construction. Lehigh University is conducting a series oftests on two of these models,
which are composite ship hull and deck structures. The objectives ofthe test program
include the execution oflow-level tests to determine the stiffness properties of the hull
structures and collapse-level tests to determine the strength and failure modes ofthe
hull structures.
The focus of this report is the test system developed to execute the test program.
The test system consists of the test fixture, the physical hardware used to apply forces to
the hull structures, and the control system. The control system is the hardware and
software used to orchestrate the tasks of load application and data acquisition during the
tests.
The development of the control system software (control program) involves an
analysis of the kinematics and statics of the test fixture to determine the forces applied
to the hull structure. The net axial force and primary and secondary bending moments
in the hull structure are critical parameters used in the control software. Specifically,
these parameters are used in the portion of the program called the decision algorithm to
make decisions regarding how the loading ofthe hull structure should proceed. These
decisions are based on a set ofloading objectives, one ofwhich is to maintain a zero net
axial force in the hull structure. The control software incorporates closed-loop control
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of five independently operating actuators into an extemalloop that allows for user
interaction. The userhas the ability to change critical program parameters.
Testing to be performed on the hull structures by Lehigh University will
determine whether hull structures constructed from fiber reinforced materials provide-
stiffness and strength properties comparable to those exhibited by their steel
counterparts.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 COMPOSITE SIDP HULL TEST PROGRAM
The United States Navy is investigating the use of fiber reinforced plastics
(FRP) for construction of its naval surface combatants. Previously, the use ofFRP was
limited to small craft and naval minehunters. However, due to cost and quality
improvements in fabrication of large composite structures, the use of FRP for surface
ships has become more feasible.
Several advantages arise from fiber reinforced material construction (Nguyen
and Critchfield, 1997). The use of FRP would result in hulls of increased performance
due to reduced weight. In addition, the Navy foresees a reduction in life cycle costs
because of the material's resistance to fatigue and salt water corrosion.
Four half-scale midship section models of a corvette class surface combatant
were fabricated by four different processes in order to assess the applicability of these
processes to naval combatant ship construction. The processed used were: an ultra-
violet light curing resin with vacuum assisted resin transfer molding (UV-VARTM); a
non-vacuum-bag consolidation ofUV light curing prepreg system (UV-Prepreg); a non-
vacuum-bag, non-autoclave consolidation of low temperature curing prepreg system
(LTC-Prepreg); and, a patented vacuum assisted resin infusion process known as
SCRIMp™ (Nguyen and Critchfield, 1997).
Lehigh University is presently conducting an experimental program consisting
of a series of tests on two of the composite ship hull and deck structures. Testing will
be performed on these models for the purpose of comparing them to their steel
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counterparts. The testing will include low-level tests to determine the stiffness
properties of the hull structures, and collapse-level tests to determine the strength and
failure modes of the hull structures. The two composite ship hull and deck structures to
be tested by Lehigh University are shown in Figure 1.1. Each hull structure is
approximately 26 feet long, 20 feet wide, 10 feet high and weighs about 20 kips. Figure
1.1(a) shows the LTC-Prepreg hull structure and Figure 1.1(b) is the hull structure
fabricated by the UV-Prepreg process.
1.2 OBJECTIVES
The test program being performed by Lehigh University has the following
objectives (pessiki and Sause, 1997):
1. To design, fabricate, and assemble a test fixture for testing large-scale
models of hull structures.
2. To conduct low-level load tests of the hull structures in order to determine
their elastic flexibility in primary bending.
3. To conduct collapse-level tests of the hull structures in order to determine
their ultimate strength and failure mode in primary bending.
The chief loading objective is to apply a primary sagging moment while
maintaining zero net axial force in the hull structure. Under the action of a sagging
moment, the deck is in compression and the keel is in tension. The LTC-Prepreg hull
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structure will be used as a calibration specimen to ensure that the test fixture and test
control system can successfully accomplish the loading objectives.
1.3 OUTLINE OF REPORT
Figure 1.2 is a schematic drawing of the test system. The test system is
comprised of the test fixture and the control system. The test fixture refers to the
physical hardware used to provide forces and reactions to the hull structures. The ..
control system refers to the hardware and software used to orchestrate the tasks of load
application and data acquisition during the tests.
The focus of the research presented in this report is the development of the
control system software (control program) and the coordination of the control system
hardware, which together provide test control for the low-level and collapse-level tests.
The control program, written in the BASIC computer language, incorporates closed-
loop displacement control of five actuators into an extemalloop that allows for user
interaction.
Chapter 2 describes the test system. This includes brief physical and functional
descriptions of the test fixture and control system hardware and software. Chapter 3
presents the theory developed for the control program's decision-making algorithm~.
Chapter 4 describes -in detail the hardware and software that make up the control
system.
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1.4 NOTATION
The following is a list of the notation used in this report. Note that vectors are
written with bold text.
A =
ax =
ay =
az =
C'N =
CI =
C2 =
C3 =
C's =
D'N =
dl =
d2 =
d3 =
el =
e2 =
e3 =
e4 =
es =
e6 =
EN =
ENo -=
Es =
ENo =
(FBOT)N
(FBOT)s
(FTOP)N
(FTOP)s
(FTE)N
(FTE)s
(FTW)N
(FTW)S
(FX)BNE
(FX)BNW
(FX)BSE
(FX)BSW
FXN
(Fx)NE
(FX)NW
actuator position vector
i component of A; the length of actuator or bottom link in X direction
j component of A; the length of actuator or bottom link in Y direction
k component of A; the length of actuator or bottom link in Z direction
vector from point r'N to, the north end of an actuator
i component of C'N; the length of actuator or bottom link in X direction
j component of C'N; the length of actuator or bottom link in Y direction
k component of C'N; the length of actuator or bottom link in Z direction
vector from point r's to the south end of an actuator
vector from point r'N to bottom of vertical link
i component of D'N; the length of vertical link in the X direction
j component of D'N; the length of vertical link in the Y direction
k component of D'N; the length of vertical link in the Z direction
i component of ENo; X distance from r to north end of a bottom actuator
j component ofENo; Y distance from r to north end of a bottom actuator
k component of ENo; Z distance from r to north end of a bottom actuator
i component of ENo; X distance from r to north end of a bottom actuator
j component of ENo; Y distance from r to north end of a bottom actuator
k component of ENo; Z distance from r to north end of a bottom actuator
vector from point r to the north end of a top actuator or bottom link
vector defining original coordinates of the north end of a bottom actuator
vector from point r to the south end of a top or bottom actuator
vector defining original coordinates of the north end of a bottom actuator
= sum of the X direction forces in the bottom links
= sum of the X direction forces in the bottom actuators
= sum of the X direction forces in the top actuators at north grillage
= sum of the X direction forces in the top actuators at south grillage
= total force in top east actUator at the north grillage
= total force in top east actuator at the south grillage
= total force in top west actuator at the north grillage
= total force in top west actuator at the south grillage
= X direction force in bottom north east horizontal link
= X direction force in bottom north west hoqzontallink
= X direction force in bottom south east actuator
= X direction force in bottom south west actuator
= X direction force in any actuator or bottom link 'at north grillage
= X direction force in north east vertical link
= X direction force in north west vertical link
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(FXNhc = X direction force in top center actuator at north grillage
(FXNhE = X direction force in top east actuator at north grillage
(FXNhw = X direction force in top west actuator at north grillage
Fxs = X direction force in any top or bottom actuator at south grillage
(FX)sE- X direction force in south east vertical link
(Fx)sw . - X direCtion force in south west vertical link .
(Fxshc = X direction force in top center actuator at south grillage
(FXShE = X direction force in top east actuator at south grillage
(Fxshw = X direction force in top west actuator at south grillage
(FY)BNE = Y direction force in bottom north east horizontal link
(FY)BNW = Y direction force in bottom north west horizontal link
(FY)BSE = Y direction force in bottom south east actuator
(FY)BSW = Y direction force in bottom south west actuator
FYN = Y direction force in any actuator or bottom link at north grillage
(FY)NE = X direction force in north east vertical link
(Fy)NW = X direction force in north west vertical link
(FYNhc = Y direction force in top center actuator at north grillage
(FYNhE = Y direction force in top east actuator at north grillage
(FYNhw = Y direction force in top west actuator at north grillage
Fys = Y direction force in any top or bottom actuator at south grillage
(FY)SE = Y direction force in south east vertical link
(Fy)sw = Y direction force in south west vertical link
(Fyshc = Y direction force in top center actuator at south grillage
(FYShE - Y direction force in top east actuator at south grillage
(FYshw = Y direction force in top west actuator at south grillage
FZN = Z direction force in any actuator or bottom link at north grillage
Fzs = Z direction force in any top or bottom actuator at south grillage
(FZ)BNE = Z direction force in bottom north east horizontal link
(FZ)BNW = Z direction force in bottom north west horizontal link
(FZ)BSE = Z direction force in bottom south east actuator
(FZ)BSW = Z direction force in bottom south west actuator
(FZNhc = Z direction force in top center actuator at north grillage
(FZNhE = Z direction force in top east actuator at north grillage
(FZNhw = Z direction force in top west actuator at north grillage
(Fzshc = Z direction force in top center actuator at south grillage
(FZS)1E = Z direction force in top east actuator at south grillage
(Fzshw = Z direction force in top west actuator at south grillage
i, j, k = basis vectors for X, Y, Z global coordinate system
i'N, j'N, k'N= basis vectors for x'N, y'N, Z'N local coordinate system at north grillage
i's, j's, k's, = basis vectors for x's, y's, z's local coordinate system at south grillage
Ix = i component of L; the length of vertical link in the X direction
Iy = j component of L; the length of vertical link in the Y direction
lz = k component of L; the length of vertical link in the Z direction
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L = vertical link position vector
Ll = vector from point r to bottom of vertical link
L2 = vector from point r to top of vertical link
L2x = i component of L2; X distance from r to top of vertical link
L2y = j component of L2; Y distance from r to top of vertical link
L2y = .k component of L2;Z distance from r to top of vertical link
MYN = moment about Y axis at north grillage
Mys = moment about Y axis at south grillage
MZN . - moment about Z axis at north grillage
Mzs = moment about Z axis at south grillage
(Mro)MAX = maximum moment due to self weight of hull structure and grillages
P = axial force in hull structure; average of PNand Ps
PN = axial force in hull structure measured at the north grillage
Ps = axial force in hull structure measured at the south grillage
PI, P2, P3 = three points whose coordinates define a plane
PINX = X coordinate of point PIN
P2NX = X coordinate of point P2N
P3NX = X coordinate of point P3N
PINY = Y coordinate of point PIN
P3NY = Y coordinate of point P3N ..5
PlsX = X coordinate of point PIs
P2sX = X coordinate of point P2s
P3sX = X coordinate of point P3s
PIsY = Y coordinate of point PIs
P3sY = Y coordinate of point P3s
PIX = X coordinate of point PI
P2X = X coordinate of point P2
P3X = X coordinate of point P3
PlXo = original X coordinate of point PI
P2Xo = original X coordinate of point P2
P3Xo = original X coordinate of point P3
PIY = Y coordinate of point PI
P2Y = Y coordinate of point P2
P3Y = Y coordinate of point P3
PIYo = original Y coordinate of point PI
P2Yo = original Y coordinate of point P2
P3Yo = original Y coordinate of point P3
PIZ = Z coordinate of point PI
P2Z = Z coordinate of point P2
P3Z = Z coordinate of point P3
PlZo = original Z coordinate of point PI
P2Zo = original Z coordinate of point P2
P3Zo = original Z coordinate of point P3
r = origin of global coordinate system
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r'N = origin of north grillage local coordinate system
RN = vector from point r to point r'N
r'N = origin of south grillage local coordinate system
Rs = vector from point r to point r's
tij = entryi,j oftransformatio.n matrix TNor Ts
TN = transformation matrix for north grillage
Ts = transformation matrix for south grillage
u'N = vector normal to the plane of the north grillage
u's = vector normal to the plane of the south grillage
V'N = vector from point PIN to P2N
v's = vector from point PIs to P2s
w'N = vector from point P2Nto P3N
w's = vector from point P2s to P3s
Xc = X translation of point C at a given loading step
XIN = transducer which measures M>INX
X2N = transducer which measures M>2NX
X3N = transducer which measures M>3NX
X'N, y'N, Z'N= north grillage local coordinate system axes
XIs = transducer which measures M>IsX
X2s = transducer which measures M>2sX
X3s = transducer which measures M>3sX
x's, y's, z's = south grillage local coordinate system axes
YIN = transducer which measures M>INY
Y3N = transducer which measures M>3NY
Yis = transducer which measures M>IsY
Y3s = transducer which measures M>3sY
~ = angle that X direction grillage transducer makes with the horizontal
M>IX = change in X direction coordinate of point PI
M>2X = change in X direction coordinate of point P2
M>3X = change in X direction coordinate of point P3
M>IY = change in Y direction coordinate of point PI
M>2Y = change in Y direction coordinate of point P2
M>3Y = change in Y direction coordinate of point P3
M>IZ = change in Z direction coordinate of point PI
M>2Z = change in Z direction coordinate of point P2
M>3Z = change in Z direction coordinate of point P3
8YN = rotation about Y axis at north grillage
8ys = rotation about Y axis at south grillage
8ZN = rotation about Z axis at north grillage
8zs = rotation about Z axis at south grillage
ro = combined distributed weight of grillages and hull structure
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(a) LTC-Prepreg hull structure
(b) UV-Prepreg hull structure
Figure 1.1 Photographs ofhull structures to be tested at Lehigh University
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Test System
I
I I
Test Fixture Control System
I
I I
Hardware Software
Figure 1.2 Schematic of test system
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CHAPTER 2
TEST SYSTEM
2.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents an overview of the test system. Included is a description
of the test fixture and the notation associated with its components. Also described here
are the loading objectives' and an explanation ofhow the configuration of the test fixture
accomplishes those objectives.
2.2 SCHEMATIC AND NOTATION
A schematic drawing of the elevation view ofthe test fixture is shown in Figure
2.1. The hull structure is connected to a rigid steel grillage at each end through an
attachment fixture. Each grillage is comprised of 11 vertical W40x249 steel sections.
Seven W sections are positioned vertically in one plane, and four W sections positioned
horizontally in another plane are connected to the vertical sections.
Each grillage is suspended by two vertical pinned links from an overhead frame
(not shown). The grillages are linked together by a series of actuators and links. Above
the hull structure, three 600 kip capacity actuators span the length ofthe hull structure in
parallel. Below the hull structure, two 1000 kip capacity actuators are attached to the
south grillage. These actuators are in turn attached to two bottom links that are
restrained against any movement except translation in the X direction. A second set of
bottom links connects the center links to the north grillage. The overhead frame reacts
against the strong wall at the south end of the test fixture and is supported by four
columns attached to the strong floor.
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All actuators and links are given names which refer to their relative locations in
space. The notation is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The top actuators are called TE, TC and
TW, for Top East, Top Center, and Top West, respectively. The bottom actuators are
BSW, or Bottom South West, and BSE, or Bottom South East. The bottom links
,
attached to the north grillage are called BNE and BNW, while the second set ofbottom
links are BCE and BCW. The vertical links are named NE and NW at the north
grillage, and SE and SWat the south grillage. These acronyms are used as subscripts
for variables. For example, the total force in actuator BSE is written (F)BsE'
The clevises on the actuators and links employ spherical bearings which are
intended to allow free rotation about the Z axis. However, these bearings also allow a
limited range of free rotation about the Y axis. Figure 2.3(a) is a photograph of a
clevise and bearing, showing the primary (Z) and secondary (Y) axes ofrotation.
Figure 2.3(b) is a view ofthe clevise which shows the limited amount of secondary
rotation permitted. Note that when the actuator is in position in the test fixture, the
clevise will be rotated 90 degrees about the primary axis of rotation from the position
shown in the figure. In Figure 2.1 and 2.2 and in following figures, a circle is used to
represent the clevise in the XY plane, where rotation occurs about the Z axis (i.e.
primary axis of rotation). A diamond is used to represent the clevise in the Xl plane,
where rotation occurs about the Y axis (i.e. secondary axis of rotation).
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zero.
2.3 SPECIMEN LOADING
2.3.1 Objectives
The main loading objective is to apply_primary b~iJ,lg momentMz to the hull
structure. If the top actuators act in tension and the bottom actuators act in
compression, the result is a primary sagging moment Mzcausing compression in the
deck and tension in the keel. In order to maintain a constant applied moment
throughout the hull structure, it is required that the shear in the Y direction be equal to
Another objective is to keep the axial forc~ied to the hull structure
approximately equal to zero. Roughly speaking, if the total force in the top actuators is
equal and opposite to t1}e total force in the bottom actuators, then no net axial force is
applied to the hull structure. As a result, the elastic neutral axis remains at the centroid
of the cross-section.
In order to accomplish these loading objectives, it is required that when the top
actuators are to be moved (extended or retracted), they must all be moved the same
amount. Likewise, when the bottom actuators are to be moved, they must both be
moved the same amount. The reasons for this requirement will be explained later.
2.3.2 System Statics
A simplified explanation ofthe statics of the loading system is presented here.
Consider that the top actuators act in tension and the bottom actuators act in
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compreSSIOn. The north grillage rotates through some angle 8ZN about the Z axis, the
south grillage rotates through an angle 8zs, and the hull structure is subjected to a
positive bending moment Mz. As shown in Figure 2.4(a),. all actuators and links are free
to rotate in the X-Y plane. The resultant forces are shown in Figure 2.4(b). As a result,
the actuator and link forces can have X and Y components which are illustrated in the
free body diagrams of Figure 2.4(c).
Now consider that a bending moment occurs about the Y axis as in Figure
2.5(a). The reason for the occurrence ofMy will be discussed later. Figures 2.5(b) and
(c) show that in this situation, a Z component of force can develop as well in the top
actuators. A similar situation occurs in the bottom actuators as well. Therefore, if the
hull structure is subjected to both Mzand My, each actuator and link may have X, Y and
Z components of force. Note that the forces on the hull structure, which are required for
-equilibrium, are not shown in Figures 2.4 and 2.5.
Figure 2.6 shows a free body diagram of the test fixture and hull structure, with
the top actuators acting in tension and the bottom actuators acting in compression.
(FTOP)N is the total X-direction force exerted on the north grillage by the top actuators.
(Frop)s, (FBor)N' and (FBor)s are similar X direction forces. Clearly, (FTOP)N and (Frop)s
are always equal and oppOSite because the top actuators must exert the same force on
both the north and south grillages. The arrangement of the bottom links and actuators
causes (FBor)N =(FBor)s' Figure 2.7 illustrates the kinematics of the bottom actuators
and links due to extension of the bottom actuators. The four pins are labeled A, B, C,
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and D. Points A and D are free to move in any direction. Points B and C are restrained
against translation in the Ydirection by the rollers shown and are restrained against Z
translation by rollers in the Xl plane not shown in the figure. The statics of the system
are illustrated in Figure 2.8. The free body diagrams show that the X-direction forces in
the north links are equal to the X-direction forces in the south actuators and therefore
(FBoT)N = (FBOT)s'
Although Y and Z components of force may exist, they are typically small
compared to the X component. (For the vertical links, the Y component is largest). The
reason for this is that the actual expected grillage rotations about the Y and Z axes are
very small (less than 5 degrees) and therefore the rotations ofthe actuators and links
will be small. In the simplified explanation of the statics of the system presented here,
only the X force component of the actuators and the Y components of the vertical links
are considered. As explained above, (FTOP)N = (FTOP)s and (FBOT)N =(FBoT)s' Later, in
Chapter 3, all components of force in each actuator and link are considered in the
explanation of the theory behind the control algorithm.
The chosen actuator configuration allows the loading objectives to be
accomplished. Refer to Figure 2.9(a), in which the top actuators act in tension and the
bottom actuators act in compression. The combined weight of the hull structure and
grillages is distributed along the length L shown and is called roo FYN is the sum of the
forces in the vertical links at the north grillage, while Fys is the sum of the forces in the
links at the south grillage. Summing moments about point A, we have
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likewise equal and opposite, the above equation reduces to
coLFyS =-2
From summing forces in the Y direction,
F = coL
YN 2
Thus, the shear in the Y direction is due only to the self-weight of the hull structure.
Figure 2.9(b) shows a free body diagram of each grillage and of the hull
structure with some assumed forces. The sum of the X direction forces in the top
actuators is given as 500 kips and the total X direction force in the bottom actuators and
links is 400 kips. It is noted that this state of forces does not satisfy the condition of
zero net axial force in the hull structure. The shear and moment diagrams that result
from this loading configuration are given in Figure 2.10. The shear and moment
diagrams due to self-weight are shown in Figures 2.10(a) and (b). As illustrated in the
free body diagrams ofFigure 2.9(b), the applied moment about the Z axis at the north
grillage, MZN, is equal to the applied moment at the south grillage, Mzs, because there is
no shear in the Y direction due to loading. Thus, the applied moment diagram is as
shown in Figure 2.10(c). Then the total moment diagram, given in Figure 2.10(d), is the
superposition of the applied moment (Figure 2.10(c)) and self-weight moment diagrams
(Figures 2.10(b)). However, if the maximum moment due to self-weight (MOl)MAX is
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small compared to the applied moment, then the actual moment diagram can be
approximated by Figure 2.1 O(c). Therefore, neglecting self-weight, we can say that the
shear in the Y direction is zero and Mzis constant. Zero shear and constant moment
results from the condition that (FTOP)N = (FTOP)s and (FBOT)N = (FBOT)S' This condition is
achieved by the actuator configuration even for the example presented here where a net
axial force exists in the hull structure. The same situation occurs if the net axial force is
zero.
2.3.3 Biaxial Bending
Although the chosen actuator configuration facilitates constant moment Mz
throughout the hull structure, it also permits secondary bending moment My to occur.
Consequently, the hull structure may be subjected to biaxial bending. My results when
the forces in the top actuators are not equal to each other and/or when the forces in the
bottom actuators are not equal to each other. This secondary moment exists without
shear in the Z direction, i.e. is constant along the length of the hull structure. To
illustrate this, Figure 2.1 1(a) is a plan view (or X-Z plane) of the test structure with only
top actuator forces shown. VZN and Vzs are the shear forces in the Z direction at the
north and south grillages, respectively, the existence of which we are investigating.
Summing moments about point A,
(FTE)N . z\ - (FTE)s . z\ +(FTW)N . Z2 - (FTE)s . Z2 - Vzs .L = O.
Since (FTE)N = (FTE)s and (FTW)N = (FTW)s, this equation reduces to
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Vzs = O.
By summing forces in the Z direction, we see that Vi:N is also equal to zero. A similar
situation results from an analysis of the bottom actuators and links.
Figure 2.11 (b) illustrates a case in which the forces in the top actuators are
unequal. The free body diagrams show that because the shear in the Z direction is zero
and the forces applied to the north and south grillages by the actuators are the same, the
moment about Y is constant.
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL CONTROL THEORY
3.1 INTRODUCTION
.This chapter presents the concepts that provide the basis for the control program.
The main parameters involved in controlling the loading of the hull structure are the
applied primary bending moment (Mz) and the axial force. Control of a test is achieved
by determining the magnitude and directions of the force in each actuator and link in the
test fixture, and writing the equations of equilibrium to determine the forces applied to
the hull structure. If the total tension force applied by the top actuators is larger in
magnitude than the total compression force applied by the bottom actuators, then a net
compressive force develops in the hull structure, as shown in Figure 3.1(a). However, it
is desired that the axial force be equal to zero, as explained in Section 2.3.1. Therefore,
to increase the applied moment but reduce the net axial compression force, the bottom
actuators are extended until the sum of their forces is equal and opposite to the sum of
the forces in the top actuators (Figure 3.1(b)). It is noted here that as the bottom
actuators extend, theforces in both the bottom and top actuators are affected.
In order to write the equilibrium equations that determine the axial force and
moments applied to the hull structure at any given step during the test, the actuator
forces in all directions must be known. As explained in Section 2.3.2 and shown in
Figure 2.3, if the north and south grillages have different rotations about the Z axis, the
actuators will have both X and Y components of force. Figure 2.4 similarly showed
that when the grillages rotate about the Y axis, a Z component of force develops as well.
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The total force in each actuator is measured by a force transducer. Determining
the components of this force can be accomplished by representing each actuator by a
vector A, as illustrated in Figure 3.2. Note that these are position vectors, not force
vectors, whose coordinates simply represent the length of the actuator in each direction.
Given the total force in the actuator and the position vector A, simple calculations can
then be performed to find the three components of the force.
First, in Section 3.2, an explanation of the grillage kinematics is given. Then, in
Section 3.3, the method for determining the actuator vectors and force components is
described. From these force components, the equilibrium equations which determine
the net axial force and moments in the hull structure are found (Section 3.4). The
actuator force components and net axial force and moments in the hull structure are
necessary for the control logic algorithm, which is explained in Section 3.5.
3.2 SYSTEM KINEMATICS
3.2.1 Coordinate Systems
The first step in determining the actuator vectors is to establish a global
coordinate system with axes X, Y, and Z. The origin r of this global system, which is
called the global reference point, is located on a fixed reference plane in space behind
the north grillage as shown in Figure 3.3. Each grillage also has its own local
coordinate system. The north grillage has axes labeled x'N, y'N, and z'N and has an
origin r'N, while the south grillage has axes x's, y's, and z's and origin r's.
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3.2.2 Grillage Kinematics
The next step in detennining the actuator vectors is to detennine the orientation
of each grillage in space with respect to the global reference point. With each loading
step, the grillages can change position. The grillages are assumed to be rigid bodies,
and as such they each have 6 possible displacements that are defined with respect to
their local coordinate axes. The north grillage, for example, has 3 translations, Ax'N,
Ay'Nand Az'N, and 3 rotations, ex'N, ey'N, and ez'N.
Because grillage deformations are neglected, each grillage can be represented as
a plane. Three non-collinear points define a plane; therefore, if the location of three
points on the grillage are known the orientation of the plane in space is known. Let
these points be called PI, P2 and P3. At any point during the test, the coordinates of PI,
P2 and P3 with respect to the global origin, r, are given by:
PI: PIX = PIXo + APIX; PlY = PIYo + APIY; PIZ = PlZo + APIZ
P2: P2X = P2Xo + AP2X; P2Y = P2Yo + AP2Y; P2Z = P2Zo + AP2Z
P3: P3X = P3Xo + AP3X; P3Y =P3Yo + AP3Y; P3Z = P3Zo + AP3Z
where the Xo,Yo, and Zo terms are the known original coordinates and the AX, AY, and
AZ terms are the unknown changes in position.
As a grillage undergoes some movement during a test, each point has three
unknown A's, thus nine total measurements are needed to define the new coordinates of
PI, P2, and P3. However, as explained below, the grillages are restrained against some
movements, reducing the number of measurements needed. Also, the location of points
PI, P2, and P3 on the grillage are chosen so that additional measurements are
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eliminated. Refer to Figure 3.4. Let P2 coincide with r'N and PI be collinear with P2
along the y' axis. Likewise, let P3 be collinear with P2 along the z' axis. These points
define the plane of the grillage. Note that in the following discussion, the grillage
displacements are defined in the local coordinate system, but the changes in position of
points PI, P2, and P3 due to the grillage displacements are defined in the global system
because we are interested in the global coordinates of these points.
Case I First consider Case I, in which a grillage translates in its local x'
direction. This translation, shown in Figure 3.5, occurs due to axial shortening of the
hull structure. The x' translation gives rise to a y' translation of the grillage because the
vertical links are of fixed length and rotate on a radius. As mentioned above, grillage
deformations are neglected, so the grillage moves as a rigid body. Therefore, given the
movement shown in Figure 3.5,
and
M>IX =M>2X =M>3X
M>IY =M>2Y =M>3Y.
I
The grillage does not move in its z' direction, therefore,
M>lZ =M>2Z =M>3Z.
Case 2 Now consider Case 2, in which a grillage rotates in its x'y' plane due to
a primary bending moment, Mz, in the hull structure. This rotation is called 8z', but the
rotation may not occur about the actual z' axis, rather about some axis';parallel to z'. In
Figure 3.6, the rotation is shown to occur about the point where the vertical links attach
to the grillage. The Figure shows that as a result of this condition,
M>2X=M>3X
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and M>2Y=M>3Y.
and
In addition, since a rotation about z' does not cause a displacement of any point in the Z
direction, .
M>lZ = M>2Z = M>3Z = O.
The above equations are true regardless of the location of the axis of rotation.
Case 3 Finally consider Case 3, in which a grillage rotates about its y' axis due
to a secondary bending moment, My, in the hull structure (Figure 3.7(a». The rotation
is shown to occur about the local y' axis of the grillage, where points PI and P2 lie. The
test fixture is constructed to restrain points PI and P2 from displacement in the Z
direction, which forces the rotation to occur about this point. (Rotation about any other
point would cause points PI and P2 to move in the Z direction)..As a result,
M>IZ = M>2Z = 0
M>IX = M>2X = O.
Restraining points PI and P2 from Z displacement disallows rigid body displacement of
the grillage in its local z' that direction. This restraint is imposed in order to eliminate
transverse shearing forces in the hull structure. Figure 3.7(b) illustrates how the grillage
is restrained against z' translation. The horizontal and vertical W sections that make up
the grillage are represented as line elements in the same plane. Restraints are placed on
either side of the center vertical section as shown and anchored by the testing frame. As
a result, points PI and P2 cannot translate in the Z direction. In addition to being
restrained against rigid body displacement in the z' direction, the grillages are also
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and
restrained against ex'. The reason for this restraint is to prevent torsion of the hull
structure.
Point P3 does translate in the Z direction due to y' rotation, but this translation is
small and can therefore be neglected. This assumption can be made because the largest
possible ey' permitted by the spherical bearings at the actuator clevises is plus or minus
5 degrees and the resulting AP3Z is less than 0.5 inches. As a comparison, AP3X due to
this rotation is greater than 10 inches. It is then concluded that
AP3Z=0.
When y' rotation of a grillage occurs, it must also translate in the y' direction in
order to accommodate the fixed-length vertical links. The grillage translates as a rigid
body, such that
APIY = AP2Y = AP3Y.
If all of the allowable grillage displacements (.!h', Ay', ey', and ez') are
permitted simultaneously, the consequences will be those that Cases 1,2, and 3 have in
common.. Therefore, given any permissible grillage motion,
APIZ = AP2Z = AP2Z = 0
AP2Y=AP3Y.
Now, the coordinates of PI, P2 and P3 are given by:
PI: PIX = PIXo+ APIX; PlY = PIYo + APIY; PIZ = PIZo
P2: P2X = P2Xo+ AP2X; P2Y = P2Yo+ AP3Y; P2Z = P2Zo
P3: P3X= P3Xo+AP3X; P3Y= P3Yo+AP3Y; P3Z= P3Zo
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The number of unknowns has been reduced from nine to five. PIZ, P2Z, and
P3Z are always equal to their original values and M>2Y is always equal to M>3Y.
Therefore there are now five unknowns and only five measurements need to be made to
determine the coordinates of PI, P2, and P3. Figure 3.8 shows the configuration of the
displacement transducers needed to make the necessary measurements for the north
grillage. The transducers are labeled XIN, X2N, X3N, YIN, and YIN. (Note that PI, P2
and P3 and their coordinates have now been given subscripts of N on the north grillage
and S on the south grillage). Transducer XINmeasures M>lNX, transducer X2N
measures M>2NX, and so on.
Consider that the north grillage undergoes x'N and y'N translations and a rotation
about Z'N. As shown in Figure 3.9, transducer XIN rotates through an angle ~ and as a
result does not measure the true change in X position of point PI, M>lNX. However,
the larger we make PINXo (or the greater the distance between the grillage and the fixed
reference frame), the smaller ~ is and M>lNX can be approximated by the XIN
transducer measurement. The same holds true for the Y transducers. Given this
approximation, the equations that determine the five unknown coordinates of PIN, P2N,
and P3N are:
PINX = PINXo +M>lNX
P2NX = P2NXo +M>2NX
P3NX = P3NXo +M>3NX
Figure 3.10 shows the configuration of the transdu~ers that make the necessary
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measurements for the south grillage. The unknown coordinates of PIs, P2s, and P3s are
then given by
PIsX =PIsXo + LlPIsX
P2sX = P2sXo + LlP2sX
P3sX =P3sXo+ LlP3sX
PIsY =PIsYo +LlPIsY
P3sY =P3sYo +LlP3sY
3.2.3 Coordinate System Transformation
Refer to Figure 3.11. Let C'N be a vector defining the coordinates of the north
end of an actuator with respect to the local reference point r'N. Assuming that
deformations of the grillage are negligible, this vector remains constant in the local
coordinate system. However, the global coordinates of the actuator end change due to
translations and rotations of the grillage. These global coordinates can be determined if
the vector transformation between the local and global systems is known.
Let i, j, and k be the mutually orthogonal unit vectors that form the basis of the
X, Y, Z global coordinate system. Likewise let i'N, j'N, and k'N be the basis vectors of
the X'N, y'N, Z'N local system for the north grillage (see Figure 3.12(a». Just as any
vector v in the i, j, k basis can be written in the form v =t1i + t2.i + t3k, the unit vectors
i'N, j'N, and k'Ncan be expressed in the form
i~ =tui + t12j + t13k
j~ =t 21 i + t 22j +tnk
k~ =t31 i + t 32j + t33k
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(3.1)
Writing these equations in matrix fonn, the vector transfonnation from the global to.
local basis is given by
where the transfonnation matrix TN is defined as
Since the vector C'N is known in the local system, it can be expressed
C' (' )0' (' ) 0' (' )k'N = c1 IN + c2 IN + c3 N (3.2)
where C'l, c'z, and C'3 are known constants. C'N can also be written using the global
basis in the fonn
where Ct, Cz, and C3 are unknowns that vary with grillage movement. Substituting
Equations (3.1) into Equation (3.2) gives
Rearranging,
(3.3)
Equating the CI, Cz, and C3 terms of Equation 3 with the bracketed terms of Equation 3.4
and arranging into matrix form, we have
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and the vector C'N can now be expressed in the global basis using the transpose of the
transformation matrix TN.
The selection of points PI, P2, and P3 to be along the local axes allows us to
directly determine the transformation matrix TN. As shown in Figure 3.12(b), let V'N be
a vector from point PIN to point P2Nand w'N a vector from P2N to P3N- These vectors
are given by:
v~ =(PIN X - P2NX)i + (PIN Y - P2NY)j + (PIN Z - P2NZ)k
or
and
w~ =(P3NX - P2NX)i + (P3NY - P2NY)j + (P3N Z - P2NZ)k
or
The vector normal to the plane, called u'N, is then calculated by taking the cross product
of v'N and w'N as follows:
or
The vectors u'N, v'N, and w'N are defined in the global basis because the coordinates of
PIN, P2N, and P3Nare global coordinates_ Figure 3.12(b) shows that the unit vectors i'N,
j'N, and k'N that define the local basis for the north grillage are the unit vectors
associated with u'N, v'N, and w'N- If we define
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then
Thus, the transformation matrix is defined and C'N can be found.
This same method can be applied to the south grillage. Let C's be the vector
that goes from r's to the south end of the actuator. As shown in Figure 3.13(a), the
south grillage has its own local basis i's, j's, k's. C's is known in the local basis but can
be transformed to the global basis through the calculation of u's, v's, and w's (Figure
3.13(b)) and their corresponding unit vectors. As for the north grillage, the final result
is a transformation matrix Ts. C's can be determined in global coordinates using the
transpose of Ts.
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3.3 ACTUATOR FORCE COMPONENT CALCULATIONS
3.3.1 Actuator Vectors
Top Actuators Now that the coordinate transformations have been defined, the
actuator vectors can be determined. Let RN be the vector from the global reference
point r to the local reference point r'N on the north grillage (see Figure 3.14). Point r'N
coincides with point P2N thus,
R N =(P2N X)i + (P2N Y)j + (P2N Z)k.
Also let EN be defined as the vector from point r to the north end of an actuator. Since
RN is known in global coordinates and C'N has been transformed to global coordinates,
EN can be determined from the vector addition
EN =C~ +RN
Figure 3.15 shows that similar vectors can be established for the south grillage.
Point r's coincides with point P2s so the vector Rs from r to r's is given by
Rs =(P2sX)i + (P2sY)j + (P2sZ)k
C's is known in global coordinates therefore the vector Es from point r to the south end
of the actuator can be determined by the equation
Es =C~ +Rs '
Now, knowing EN and Es, the actuator vector A can be found. As shown in
Figure 3.16,
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If A is written in the form
. A =(ax)i + (ay)j + (az)k,
then ax, ay, and az represent the components of the length of the actuator in the X, Y,
and Z directions, respectively.
Bottom Actuators The calculation of the A vectors for the bottom actuators is
similar to that for the top actuators. The only difference is in the calculation of EN,
which is shown in Figure 3.17. As described in Section 2.3.2, point C, which represents
the north end of a bottom actuator, is restrained against translation in the Y and Z
directions. The only permissible motion is translation in the X direction. If the
magnitude of this translation is measured directly at point C, the EN vector can be
determined without the use of C'N and RN vectors. Let ENo be a vector which represents
the original coordinates of the north end of the actuator with respect to point r and is
defined as
ENo =(el)i + (e2 )j + (e3)k.
If the X translation of point C at a given loading step is called Xc then EN at that step is
given by
EN =(el +XC )i+(e2 )j+(e3)k.
Esis determined in the same manner as it was for the top actuators, as is A. See Figures
3.18 and 3.19 for illustrations ofthese vectors.
Bottom Links The forces in the bottom links that are attached to the north
grillage are also measured by force transducers. The components of these forces are
needed in order to write the equilibrium equations for the north grillage. Therefore, A
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vectors are found for these links as well. EN is determined in the same manner as it was
for the top actuators. However,point B (see Figure 3.17), which represents the south
end of these links, is subjected to the same constraints as point C. The X translation of
point B is equal to the X translation of point C, while its Y and Z translations are zero.
If a vector Eso representing the original location of the south end of the actuator is given
by
then
Es =(e4 +Xc)i+(eS)j+(e6 )k
and A can be determined for the bottom links.
3.3.2 Actuator Forces
The actual force components can now be determined using the actuator vectors.
Refer to Figure 3.20, which shows the top actuators acting in tension. At the north
grillage, the X component of the actuator force is acting in the positive X direction,
while the Y component acts in the negative Y direction. At the south grillage, these
forces act in the opposite directions. This is also true for the Z force component. The
forces FXN, FYN, and FZN will first be determined for use in the north grillage
equilibrium equations. Then Fxs, Fys, and Fzs, which are equal in magnitude but
opposite in sign to FXN, FYN, and FZN, will be found for use in the south grillage
equilibrium equations. The bottom link forces at the north grillage and the bottom
actuator forces at the south grillage are found independently of each other.
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North Grillage Again consider the loading shown in Figure 3.20, where the top
actuators act in tension and the bottom actuators act in compression. Also consider that
8z is larger for the south grillage than for the north grillage and that 8y is zero for both.
Figure 3.21 shows the actuator and link position vectors that would result from this
configuration. As evident in Figure 3.21, the X direction component of the A vector, or
ax, is always positive because A originates at the north end of the actuator or link and
terminates at the south end. Therefore the sense of the force, which is measured by the
force transducer, is what determines the direction of its X component. For example, if
the force in the top actuator is measured as positive, we can conclude that the force is
tensile and that the X component of the force at the north grillage acts in the positive X
direction, as shown in Figure 3.20. Likewise, if the force in the bottom link is negative,
the force is compressive and its X component acts in the negative X direction. Thus the
magnitude and direction of the X component of force for any actuator or link is given
by
The equation for IAI ,which represents the total length of the actuator, is
Unlike ax, ay can be either positive or negative. The ,direction of the Y
component of force is then dependent on both the sense of the total force and the
actuator vector direction. Refer to Figure 3.22, which again shows the force in the top
actuators is tensile and thus is positive. As shown in Figure 3.22(a), if 8z is larger for
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the south grillage than for the north grillage, then the Y component of force at the north
grillage is negative. However, Figure 3.22(c) shows that if 8z is larger for the north
grillage, the Y component of force is positive. Therefore, the sign of Fy is dependent on_
direction of the actuator vector. Figure 3.22(b) shows that ay is negative when the
situation in 3.22(a) occurs. Although the total force is positive, when multiplied by the
negative value of ay, the resulting Fy is negative. The equation for Fy is then
(3.5)
Clearly this equation is valid for the case illustrated in Figure 3.22(c) and (d). It
can also be shown that the equation works when the actuator is acting in compression.
Figure 3.23 summarizes the four possible cases that can occur for the top actuators.
Since the last two columns of this figure agree, Equation 3.5 is valid for all cases.
Equation 3.5 also applies to the bottom links at the north grillage.
The Z component of force can be determined by the same method. Figure
3.24(a) and (b) illustrate that when the top actuators are in tension and az is negative,
the Z component of force is negative at the north grillage. When the top actuators are in
tension and az is positive, the Z component of force is in the positive Z direction (Figure
3.24(c) and (d». It can be shown that the equation
(3.6)
applies given any sense of force and any direction of actuator vector. Equation 3.6 is
also valid for the bottom links at the north grillage.
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South Grillage The X, Y, and Z components of force in the top actuators at the
south grillage are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to those at the north grillage.
Therefore,
a
Fxs =-FXN =-FTOT 'I~I'
and
for the top actuators.
The X components of force in the bottom actuators are determined as follows.
Since ax is always positive (Figure 3.2S(a)), the sign of Fx depends on the sense of the
force. Figures 3.2S(b) and (c) show that ifFTOT is compressive (negative) Fx acts in the
positive X direction, while if FTOT is tensile (positive) Fx is negative. Therefore,
for the bottom actuators.
The Y and Z force components in the bottom actuators are determined by the
same method used for the top actuators and bottom links at the north grillage. The
resulting equations are
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and
3.3.3 Vertical Link Vectors and Forces
The components of the forces in the vertical links are also needed in order to
write the equilibrium equations for each grillage. These forces can be found using a
procedure like that used for the actuators. Each link will first be represented by a
position vector L, then its force components will be calculated. This vector is
analogous to the position vector A used for the actuators.
As shown in Figure 3.26, let Ll be the vector from point r to the point where the'
vertical link attaches to the north grillage. Also, let L2 be the vector from point r to the
point where the link attaches to the overhead frame. L2 is constant and is given by
L2 = (L2x )i + (L2y )j + (L2z )k.
However, vector Ll changes as the grillage translates and rotates and its global
coordinates are unknown. Just as we defined a vector C'N in local coordinates for the
actuators, we can define a similar vector D'N that goes from the local reference point r'
to the bottom of the link (see Figure 3.27). This vector is constant in the local
coordinate system and is given by
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where d'l, d'2, and d'3 are known. D'N can be expressed in the global basis as
The values d1, d2, and d3 are determined by the transpose of the transfonnation matrix
TN given earlier:
Ll can now be determined from
and L is then
L = L2 - Ll = (lx)i +(ly )j + (lz)k.
The total forces in the vertical links, which are always tensile forces, are
measured by force transducers. Since the algebraic sign of FTOT is always positive, the
sign of the force components are dependent on the direction of the L vector. Given the
grillage movement illustrated in Figure 3.28(a), Fx is negative. The value of Ix is
negative, as evident in Figure 3.28(b), therefore
where
Figure 3.28 also shows that Fy is positive, as is the value of ly, therefore
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These equations apply for the links on both the north and south grillages. Because the
translation of the bottom link point in the Z direction is assumed to be very small, the Z
component of force in all vertical links is neglected.
3.4 EQUILmRIUM EQUATIONS
3.4.1 XY Plane Equilibrium
The X, Y and Z forces for all actuators and links are now known and
equilibrium equations can be written for each grillage the XY plane. The equilibrium
equations will be used to determine the net axial force and moments in the hull
structure, which are parameters needed for the control algorithm.
North Grillage Refer to Figure 3.29, which shows the north grillage and all
forces acting upon it. All force components have been given subscripts corresponding
to their actuator or link name assigned in Section 2.2 (see Figure 2.2). For example,
actuator TE (or Top East) has forces (FxhE' (FY)TE, and (FZ}rE. The axial force PN,
shear VyN, and moment MZN have also been defined. All actuator and link forces are
shown in the positive sense. However, if a given force is negative (as determined from
the equations in Section 3.2.2), its direction and sign will be opposite from that shown.
FromLFx=O,
Solving for the axial force, we get
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From:EFy=O,
Solving for the shear force, we get
Moments are summed about the local reference point r'N. This point is convenient
because the moment arms from r'Nare known from the transformed C'Nand D'N
vectors. For example, if
then (clhE is the moment arm for (FYNhE and (c2hE is the moment arm for (FXN)TE in
the XY plane. A positive moment is counter-clockwise about r'N. The shear force,
VYN, passes through r'N. From LMz=0,
The signs ofthe terms in the Equation 3.7 are determined as follows. The (FXN)
terms for the top actuators, for example, are shown as positive in Figure 3.29. Their
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moment arms, or the (Cl) terms, are also positive. However, the moment of these forces
about point r'N are negative (or counter-clockwise). Therefore these terms need a
negative sign in the moment equation. If an (FXN) force is calculated as negative, then
the moment of this force about point r'Nis positive (or clockwise). The product of the
negative sign in Equation 3.7 and the negative sign of the force results in the necessary
positive sign for the moment term.
Upon inspection, it is seen that certain forces may cause positive or negative
moments depending on the position of the grillage. For the rotation shown in Figure
3.29, the moment caused by the Y component of the vertical link force is positive
(counterclockwise). For the case shown, both the force and the moment arm are
positive, so the sign of the term in Equation 3.7 is positive. If the grillage is rotated
counterclockwise until the bottom link point is to the left of point r'N, the moment of
this force about r'N is negative (clockwise). For this configuration, the Y component of
the force is positive and the moment arm (d1) is negative, so the product of the two is
negative, as needed. Solving Equation 3.7 for MZN,
MZN = (FXN)m(c2 )TE + (FXN)TC(C 2 )TC + (FXNhw(C2 )1W
+ (Fx)BNE(c2 )BNE +(FX)BNW(c2 hNW + (Fx)NE(d2 )NE + (Fx)NW(d2 )NW
-(FYN)TE(C1)TE -(FYN)TC(C1)TC -(FYN)1W(C1)1W
- (FyhNE(C1)BNE - (Fy )BNW(c1hNW - (Fy )NE(dl)NE - (Fy)NW (dl)NW'
South Grillage Figure 3.30 shows the south grillage and all forces acting on it.
Using the same method as for the north grillage, the equilibrium equations for axial
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force Ps, shear VyS, and moment Mzs are as follows:
and
where a positive Mzs is clockwise at the south grillage. The shear force in the Y
direction should be approximately equal to zero therefore MZN should equal Mzs (see
Section 2.2).
The axial force in the specimen, which should be equal to or close to zero, is
detennined in the following manner. If a net tensile force develops in the specimen, as
shown in Figure 3.31, PNwill be calculated as positive and Ps will be calculated as
negative. Their magnitude should be equal because the axial force in the specimen is
constant. However, PN and Ps may differ slightly for a variety of reasons. First, the
moments in all clevises are assumed to be zero, but, because of friction, this may not be
true. Secondly, the grillages are not rigid as assumed, so the lines of action of forces
may change. Finally, error can be introduced by force transducer measurements.· As a
result, the average of PNand Ps is taken. The net axial force in the specimen is thus,
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If the net force is positive it is tensile; if negative, it is compressive.
3.4.2 XZ Plane Equilibrium
North Grillage Equilibrium equations are written for the XZ plane in order to
find the bending moment My and shear Vz at each grillage. Figure 3.32 shows the XZ
plane of the north grillage and all forces acting on it. All forces are shown in the
positive direction. Shear in the Z direction is given by
.
Vm = -:-(FZN ) TE - (FZN ) TC - (Fm)'IW - (Fz) BNE - (Fz) BNW'
From LMy =0,
A positive MYN is counter-clockwise. The signs of the terms in the above equation are
determined in the same manner as for the XY plane moment equations.
South Grillage Figure 3.33 illustrates the XZ plane of the south grillage and all
forces acting upon: it. From l:Fz =0,
From LMy =0,
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MyS = (FXShE(C3)TE +(Fxshc(c3hc +(Fxs hw(C3)1W
+ (Fx )BSE (C3)BSE + (Fxhsw (C3)BSW +(Fx )SE (d3)sE +(Fx )sw (C3)SW
-(FZS)TE(CI)TE -(FZS)TC(CI)TC -(FZS )1W(CI)1W
- (FZ)BSE (CI)BSE - (Fzhsw (CI)BSW'
where a positive Mys is clockwise. The shear force in the Z direction should be
approximately equal to zero therefore MYN should equal Mys (see Section 2.2).
3.5 CONTROL LOGIC
3.5.1 Objectives
The loading objectives, which were presented in Section 2.3.1 and need to be
considered in the control logic, are as follows:
1. Apply primary bending moment Mz to the hull structure.
2. Maintain zero net axial force in the hull structure. This ensures that the elastic
neutral axis remains at the centroidof the cross section. The axial force is kept
at or near zero by selective movement of the actuators.
Additional objectives to be considered in the control logic are:
3. Keep the Y rotation of the north grillage equal to the Y rotation of the south
grillage (SYN - SyS = 0). This is achieved by selective movement of the top
actuators and by always keeping the strokes of the bottom actuators equal to
each other. This is explained further below.
4. Keep the shear forces in the Y and Z directions equal to zero (VYN =Vys =0 and
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vZN =VZS =0). It follows from these equalities that the moment about Z at the
north grillage is equal to the moment about Z at the south grillage and the
moment about Y at the north grillage is equal to the moment about Y at the
south grillage (MZN - Mzs =0 and MYN - Mys =0). This objective is
accomplished by the actuator setup, as explained in Section 2.2.
3.5.2 The Control Algorithm
The control algorithm decides which actuators to move in order to
simultaneously reduce the net compression force or net tension force in the hull
structure and increase the rotation (if the hull structure is being loaded) or decrease the
rotation (if the hull structure is being unloaded). The following scenarios explain how
this is done.
Consider the situation shown in Figure 3.34(a), where Sz is positive and the hull
structure is in net compression. Reduction of the compressive axial force can be
accomplished in two ways. Figure 3.34(b) shows that extending the top actuators
reduces the net compression while also reducing the rotation Sz. Extending the bottom
actuators, as illustrated in Figure 3.34(c), also reduces the axial force but increases Sz.
In Figure 3.35(a), Sz is again positive and the axial force is tensile. The axial
force can be eliminated by either retracting the bottom actuators, which decreases Sz, or
by retracting the top actuators, which increases Sz (see Figures 3.35(b) and 3.35(c».
In the situations described in Figures 3.34 and 3.35, it is assumed that the forces
in the top actuators are equal to each other. In other words, there is no imbalance of
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forces across the width of the grillage. If this is true, then when the top actuators are to
be moved, they are all moved the same·amount. However, when an imbalance of forces
does occur, it is possible in some instances to selectively move certain actuators to
reduce the imbalance. This is explained below in greater detail. If the forces in the
bottom actuators are not equal to each other, neither actuator can be moved on its own
to eliminate the imbalance. Doing so would cause 8YN *- 8ys. Anytime the bottom
actuators are to be moved, they must be moved together.
It is unlikely that the force in the top actuators will ever be exactly equal to each
other. Therefore, a tolerance is computed using one of the outer actuators, say actuator
TE. This tolerance is a user-specified value in the software, as explained in Chapter 4.
If the tolerance factor is 0.1 and (FXNhE =100 kips, the tolerance is (0.1)-(100 kips) =
10 kips. Then if (FxNhc = (100 ± 10) kips and (FXNhw = (100 ± 10) kips, the three
forces are assumed to be approximately equal to each other. As a result, if the top
actuators are to be moved they are all extended or retracted the same amount.
If the forces in the top actuators are not equal to each other within the tolerance,
then the forces are considered imbalanced. This may occur due to localized softening,
or a reduction in stiffness at some location in the test specimen. The result is moment
and rotation about the Y axis. Figure 3.36 shows two types of imbalances that may
occur. In Figure 3.36(a), the forces in the outer actuators are approximately equal to
each other, while the force in the center actuator is larger. If the goal is to increase the
rotation then the outer actuators should be retracted, thus increasing their forces. As
long as actuators TE and TW are moved the same amount, the requirement that 8YN-
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8ys = 0 is still satisfied. If the goal is to decrease the rotation the center actuator should
be extended, this decreasing its force. Again, this will satisfy 8YN - 8ys = O. The same
process can be used if the force in the center actuator is smaller than those in the outer
two.
In Figure 3.36(b),the forces in actuators TE and TC are equal, but the force in
actuator TW is larger. In order to eliminate the imbalance of forces, actuator TW must
be moved on its own or actuators TE and TC must be moved simultaneously. However,
this type of movement causes a violation of the condition that 8YN - 8ys = O. In this
situation, all actuators must be moved. If the forces are different in all three actuators,
the same problem occurs and all actuators should be extended or retracted. The
imbalance of forces cannot be corrected unless the forces in the outer actuators are
equal. Note that moving the outer actuators only or the center actuator only violates the
assumption that the grillages are rigid, because doing so forces them to deform.
However, it is recognized that the grillages are going to deform in any event, and that
these deformations are small.
The decision algorithm is shown in Figure 3.37. First, it is determined from user
input whether the primary rotation 8z is increasing (the hull structure is being loaded) or
decreasing (the hull structure is being unloaded). Then, it is determined whether the
axial force is compressive or tensile. As shown in the figure, if the rotation is
increasing and the axial force is compressive, the are actuators are extended. If the
axial force is compressive, the action depends on whether the user has specified that top
actuator force imbalances should be corrected, or that the top actuators should all be
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moved the same amount, regardless of the existence of an imbalance of forces. If the
user specified that the imbalance should be corrected, then at this point the forces in the
outer actuators are compared. If they are not equal (within the tolerance), all actuators
are retracted. If they are equal within the tolerance, then the force in the center actuator
is checked. Depending on its value, various decisions are made, as shown in Figure
3.37.
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CHAPTER 4
CONTROL SYSTEM
4.1' INTRODUCTION
As described in Chapter 1 and Figure 1.2, the test system is comprised of the
physical hardware used to provide forces and reactions to the hull structures (test
fixture) and of the hardware and software used to orchestrate the tasks of load
application and data acquisition during the tests (control system). The entire test system
was developed to accomplish the loading objectives outlined in Section 2.3.1.
During testing, the hardware acquires data from various transducers. The
software then uses this data in decision-making algorithms to determine commands that
specify actuator movements. The hardware then implements these commands and the
cycle repeats.
In this chapter, the hardware is first presented. The software and its functions
are then discussed in detail.
4.2 CONTROL SYSTEM HARDWARE
Figure 4.1 is a'schematic drawing of all major components of the control system
hardware. The control system includes five servo-controlled hydraulic actuators
operating in closed-loop displacement control. For clarity, only one of the five
actuators is included in the figure. Additional components of the control system,
hardware that are not shown in the figure include various power supplies and two
hydraulic service manifolds.
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As shown in Figure 4.2, three different types of transducers are included in the
control system hardware:
1. Feedback transducers provide displacement feedback directly to the
controller for each actuator. This signal is used in the closed-loop
displacement control of the actuator. There are a total of 5 feedback
transducers in the control system.
2. Control transducers provide information about the current state of actuator
forces, link forces, and grillage movements. There are a total of 21 control
transducers in the control system. This includes 5 force transducers for the
actuators, 4 link force transducers for the vertical links, 2 force transducers
for the horizontal links, and 5 displacement transducers for each grillage.
3. Data transducers are not directly a part of the control system. These
transducers provide additional information about the behavior of the test
specimen. Many of the data transducers are strain gages attached to the hull
structure. Signals from these transducers are acquired by an auxiliary data
acquisition system which is triggered by the control system. When the
auxiliary data acquisition system is triggered to sample and save information
from the data transducers, the control transducers are also sampled and their
values are saved to the control computer. This assures simultaneous
readings of the data transducers and control transducers for later processing.
,
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As shown in Figure 4.1, the analog signals from feedback transducers are sent
directly to the controllers. The analog signals from control transducers are first
conditioned if necessary, then converted to digital sign~s by an analog-to-digital (AID)
converter, and finally received by the computer software. Here, the command signals
are determined. They are then converted to analog signals by a digital-to-analog (D/A)
converter and sent to the controller. The controllers compute error signals and send
them to the servovalves, causing the actuators to move.
Up to 32 channels of differential voltage input from control transducers can be
sampled by the 12 bit AID converter. The 12-bit converter divides the ±1O volt (20
volts total) range of the input into 212 = 4096 parts. Thus the theoretical voltage
resolution of the AID converter is 20 volts/4096 parts = 0.005 volts. Up to 16 channels
of analog voltage output are provided by the 12-bit D/A converter. Five of these are
reserved for outgoing actuator command signals. A sixth channel is used for sending a
voltage signal which triggers the data acquisition system to sample and save data. The
12-bit D/A conversion divides the ±1O volt (20 volt total) range of the output into 212 =
4096 parts, providing an output voltage resolution of 0.005 volts. The theoretical
resolution of each actuator is computed as the total calibrated displacement range of the
actuator divided by 4096 parts. The top actuators are calibrated for a displacement
range of 36 inches, and thus they have a theoretical positioning resolution of 0.0088
inches. The bottom actuators are calibrated for a displacement range of 24 inches, and
thus they have a theoretical positioning resolution of 0.0059 inches.
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4.3 CONTROL SYSTEM SOFTWARE
4.3.1 Overview
Figure 4.2 shows a simplified block diagram that outlines the basic flow ofthe
control system software during the execution of a test. First, the control transducers are
sampled and their values are used by the control software to compute desired
parameters such as the positions ofthe grillages and the forces applied to the hull
structure. These computations are made using the approach described in Chapter 3.
These parameters are then used in decision-making algorithms (aided by user input) to
compute new commands. The decision algorithm was discussed in Section 3.5.2 and
presented in Figure 3.37. New commands (actuator positions) are then issued by the
computer to the controllers and the controllers compute error signals. The error signal
for each actuator is the difference between the feedback signal (its current position) and
the command signal (its desired position). Finally, the servovalves receive the error
signals and implement the new desired actuator positions. This figure represents one
loading step.
The control software is designed to perform multiple loading steps
autonomously in order to expedite testing. However, the user still has ultimate control
over the entire loading process because ofher ability to specify (and modify during the
test) many of the critical parameters that govern the test. For example, the user can
specify the number of loading steps to be performed in one program loop (one loading
step is given in Figure 4.2 and a program loop consists of a user-specified number of
loading steps). The user can also specify the number of loading steps to execute before
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saving data. The force tolerance, defined in Section 3.5.2, is also changeable. These
parameters, and others, are further described in Section 4.3.4.
When the program is first executed, the user is presented with a main menu. It
is from this menu that the major functions of the program are chosen. Figure 4.3 isa
diagram ofthe structure ofthe control program. Shown in the figure are the main menu
options. The available options are as follows:
1. Load Channel Setup from File
2. Check Currently Loaded Values
3. Initialize Actuators
4. Run Main Program Loop
5. Display Raw Voltages
6. Exit Program
Options 1 and 2, collectively called the Channel Setup, are described in Section 4.3.2.
Option 3, or Initialize Actuators, is discussed in Section 4.3.3. The Main Program
Loop, accessible through Option 4, is described in Section 4.3.4. It is through the main
program loop that the loading and unloading functions are performed and program
parameters are changed. Figure 4.3 shows the functions accessed through the main
program loop which will be discussed later. Option 5 simply allows the user an
opportunity to view the AID channel raw voltages for the purpose ofverifying that all
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channels and transducers are working properly. This screen is shown in Figure 4.4.
Through Option 6, the user can exit the program.
4.3.2 Channel Setup
When the program is first executed, the user must load the channel setup from a
previously created input file by choosing Option 1. This file contains information
regarding the number ofAID and D/A channels to be used and the calibration constant
for each control transducer. This step must be done first in order to continue with other
program options. After loading the data, the user can then view, verify, and modify it if
desired by choosing Option 2.
4.3.3 Actuator Initialization
After loading the channel setup, the next step is actuator initialization. The
initialization process ensures that the system will remain at rest when hydraulic pressure
is first applied. The user is prompted to enter an initial command signal for each
actuator. The value entered for each actuator should be equal to its current feedback
signal, which can be selected for display on the controller console. The operator is then
presented with another screen, shown in Figure 4.5, which permits her to make
adjustments to the command signals until they are equal to the feedback signals as
nearly as possible. Since the command signal is made equal to the feedback signal for
each actuator, the error signals computed by the controllers all equal zero. At this point,
hydraulic pressure is applied and the actuators do not move.
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4.3.4 Main Program Loop
After test setup and initialization are complete, the user can choose Option 4
from the main menu to run the main program loop. This is where the loading and
unloading processes, as well as other program functions, are performed. At this point,
the main graphics screen is displayed.
Figure 4.6 shows the main graphics screen, which has four viewports. In the
upper right portion of the screen is a graphic drawing ofthe hull structure with actuator
and link forces displayed at appropriate locations on the drawing. At the bottom right is
a moment versus rotation graph which plots both primary moment (Mz) and secondary
moment (My). The upper left portion of the screen is reserved for the display ofthe
numerical values ofkey reduced data. In addition to displaying pertinent force and
displacement values here, parameters important to the loading process are displayed. A
few of these are the loading step number, the total number of loading steps to be
executed in one program loop, and the number of steps to execute before data is saved
(this parameter is called the save data step size). Finally, the viewport in the lower left
part of the screen is used to present various menus which are accessed via function
keys. This viewport is where aIr user interaction with the control program during the
execution phase of the test (or main loop) takes place.
Two menus can be accessed by function keys (see Figure 4.6). These are the
Program Functions menu (F5 key) and the Program Parameters menu (F3 key). The
Program Parameters menu and its options are described first.
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Program Parameters Through the Program Parameters menu, the user has the
option to change 5 test parameters. Parameters that can be modified include the scale
used for the moment versus rotation graph, the number of loading steps in a program .
loop, (called loop steps) and the number of loading steps executed before data is saved
(called the save data step size). For example, if there are 20 loading steps in a program
loop and the save data step size is 5, then data will be saved 4 times, or every 5 loading
steps, of the program loop. A parameter called the DAC step size can also be altered
through the screen shown in Figure 4.6. A DAC step size of 1 corresponds to the
smallest actuator movement that can be made (DAC is shorthand for Digital-to-Analog
Conversion). As discussed in Section 4.2, this is 0.0088 inches for the top actuators and
0.0059 inches for the bottom actuators. The user can make the DAC step sizes for each
actuator any integer multiple of its resolution. Finally, a parameter called the tolerance
is also changeable through the step size menu as well. At the end of each loading step,
the program pauses until the control transducer values settle and the system comes into
equilibrium. To determine whether this has happened, data is sampled twice and
actuator forces are calculated at each sampling. If the difference in force values for all
actuators between the two samplings is equal to or smaller than the tolerance, loading
can continue. Ifnot, data is again sampled twice and the process is repeated until
equilibrium occurs. This tolerance, which has units ofkips, can have any user-defined
value, and, as noted above, can be modified during execution ofthe test.
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All five parameters are given initial default values. During testing, they may be
modified between loading loops, or by exiting a loading loop In progress through a
function key and accessing the Program Parameters menu.
Program Functions The Program Functions (see Figure 4.3) menu contains
options that allow the user to initiate loading or unloading, as well as to execute other
program functions. In order to begin the application of a primary sagging bending
moment, Increase Rotation is chosen from this menu. At this point, the program will
execute the program loop comprised of a preset number of loading steps and a preset
DAC step size. In other words, if the loading loop has 10 steps, the program will
acquire data, make decisions, and send commands ten times without user interaction.
Data is saved at the interval specified by the save data step size.
While looping, two function keys remain active for use. One function key (F9),
permits the user to exit the program loop. This may be done so certain parameters that
govern the test may be modified, or this may be done simply to pause the test during
execution. The second function key (F7) causes data to be saved to disk when it
otherwise would not be saved automatically. Function key F7 also triggers the auxiliary
data acquisition system to sample and save data, thus preserving the simultaneous
sampling and storage of the control transducers and data transducers.
Decrease Rotation is another choice that can be made from the Program
Functions menu. The same loading loop and parameters are used as for increasing
rotation, but the decision algorithms are modified to cause the loads and rotation to be
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decreased. Once the specimen has been loaded to the desired extent, Decrease Rotation
can be selected to unload the hull structure.
Also available through the Program Functions menu is the ability to monitor the .
ND channel input voltages and to manually specify any user-defined adjustments to
actuator command signals outside of the main program loop. The user can also choose
to view a full screen version of the moment versus rotation plot. Sufficient data is
written to arrays to allow this plot to be recreated in its entirety as often as desired.
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CHANNEL RAW VOLTAGES
Channel It Voltage Channel It Voltage
1 -9.332 17 +ILBBB
2 -9.2&7 18 +13.131313
3 -9.282 19 +13.131313
4 -9.2813 213 +13.131313
5 -9.254 21 +B.BBB
6 -9.2&3 22 +13.131313
7 -9.276 23 +13.131313
8 -9.228 24 +13.131313
9 -9.324 25 +B.BBB
113 -9.31313 2& +13.131313
11 +ILBBB 27 +El.Bllll
12 +El.ElllEl 28 +B.BllB
13 +B.BBEl 29 +El.ElllB
14 +El.BBEl 313 +El.BBB
15 +ILElBB 31 +El.B\3B
16 +El.El\3El 32 +El.B\3B
F1B: Exit SubprograM
Figure 4.4 Channel input voltage screen
ACTUATOR COMMAND ADJUSTMENT
Actuator DAC Step Disp Step Volt Step Increase Voltage Decrease Voltage
Size Size Size (Extend Act.) (Retract Act.)
1 - TE 1 B.ElEl9 El.B\35 1 -1
2 - Te 1 B.El\39 El.BB5 2 -2
3 - TW 1 El.ElB9 El.\3B5 3 -3
4 - BSE 1 B.ElEl& El.\3\35 4 -4
5 - BSW 1 B.ElEl6 a.BB5 5 -5
Enter the nUMber corresponding 18 - Exit
to the desired action : I 11 - Change Step Sizes
Figure 4.5 Manual command adjustment screen
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Figure 4.6 Main graphics screen
Volt Step Size
0.1109
Disp Step Size
CHANGE DI1
Actuator DAC Step Size
1 - IE 1 0.005
2 - IC 1 0.11119 0.005
3 - IlJ 1 I:L1109 0.005
4 - BSE 1 ILOOo ILOOS
5 - BSlJ 1 0.000 eums
Enter the nUlilber correspojld ing 10 - Exit
to the desired action :. 11 - Change All
Figure 4.7 DAC Step Size Screen
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Figure 4.7 DAC Step Size Screen
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CHAPTERS
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
5.1 SUMMARY
This report presented research focusing on the development of the test system
for a test program being conducted by Lehigh University on two composite ship hull
and deck structures. The objectives of the test program are to perform low-level load
tests to determine the elastic flexibility of the hull structures and collapse-level tests to
determine the ultimate strength and failure mode in primary bending. These test
objectives were outlined in Chapter 1, along with an overview of the test system.
The test system is comprised of the test fixture and the control system. The
control system is comprised of hardware and software used to coordinate the load
application and data acquisition during the tests.
In Chapter 2, the components of the test system, and more specifically the test
fixture, were described. Also included in Chapter 2 was a description of the loading
objectives and how they are achieved. The loading objectives are to maintain zero net
axial force in the hull structure, while applying a primary bending moment (Mz) to the
hull structure. A secondary bending moment (My) can also occur in the hull structure.
The statics of the test fixture were explained, with a description of how the actuator
configuration accomplishes the loading objectives.
Chapter 3 outlined the theory developed for the control program. A method was
developed for determining the components of all forces applied to the hull structure.
Due to the configuration of the test fixture, each actuator and link is permitted to
develop three components of force. From these forces, equilibrium equations were
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written to find the net axial force in the hull structure and the moments applied to the
hull structure. All of these parameters (actuator forces, net axial force, and moments)
are then used by the software in a decision algorithm to control the loading of the hull
structure.
In Chapter 4, the control system was described. The control system incorporates
closed-loop displacement control of five actuators into an extemalloop that allows for
user input in order to control the test. This chapter included detailed descriptions of the
hardware and software. The control software, or control program, consists of three
main parts, the channel setup, actuator initialization, and the main program loop.
Through the main program loop, the user is permitted to interact with the program,
giving her utlimate control over the testing.
5.2 FUTURE WORK
The test program being executed by Lehigh University on the composite ship
hull and deck structures is currently in progress. Upon completion of the erection of the
test fixture, testing of the hull structures will begin. The LTC-Prepreg hull structure
will be tested first as a calibration specimen in order to ensure that the test fixture and
control system can successfully accomplish the loading objectives. The UV-Prepreg
hull will then be tested. As described in Section 1.2, both low-level load tests and
collapse-level tests will be performed.
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